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INTRO
DISC BELGIUM

by Nathaly Taillieu,
Business Manager DISC Belgium bvba

Nathaly Taillieu

“

we stand by our
customers through
thick and thin to
encourage safety on
the work floor both at
home and abroad

DISC Belgium, Dynamic Industrial Safety Consultants,

our own creation in 2009, where safety is illustrated

have been around for 10 years, which surely merits a

in a positive way. Shortly afterwards we developed the

new edition of our DISCovery Safety Magazine. This

system SAMS (Safety Attitude Management System)

second edition once again takes you to our industrial

encouraging safe behaviour. Since 2014 we have

workplace, where the action takes place and where

been fully promoting ISNetworld for a structured and

safe working conditions are our main priority.

dynamic management of contractor processes, taking
company safety to higher levels.

It’s clear that safety is an evolving and challenging
process. Many of you will already know that in

Not only do we find our customers’ safety important, we

2004 we started with safety support in the chemical

also value it in our own company. In 2011 our internal

sector and we have, in the meantime, expanded to

prevention policy was formalised when it was linked

other industrial sectors, including renewable energy,

to a VCA well-being policy. Our first VCA* certification

construction, aviation, and the food industry, among

took place in August 2011 and in 2014 we were once

others.

again successful in achieving the certification.

With our dynamic prevention team we stand by our

The future will undoubtedly bring new challenges.

customers through thick and thin to encourage safety

We can certainly say that our team will continue to

on the work floor both at home and abroad. Our

be inspired and work constructively, keeping a healthy

team is professional, proactive, flexible, enthusiastic

focus on safety. In this edition we would like to share

and passionate about helping to avoid risks and

with you a number of our achievements, possibilities

about contributing to a healthy and safe working

and customer experiences.

environment; something that we are very proud of.
DISC Belgium is a leader in the promotion of new and
innovative safety initiatives. Take SAM, Safety And Me,
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HISTORIC gypsum heap
in Zelzate
Biggest ever Flemish brown-field project

“

DISC Belgium were
called in for involvement
from the very start, to keep
things running smoothly and
coordinate safety on-site

On 28 June 2010, the consortium DEC, Dredging

Ever since the purchase it’s been full steam ahead,

International, Jan De Nul and Envisan, completed

under the name of Terranova, renovating the grounds

the purchase of 140 hectares of derelict and

and also the gypsum dump, amounting to 70

contaminated terrain. These plots were previously

hectares, plus 18 hectares of adjoining land. Large

sites belonging to Nilefos Chemicals and MisaEco,

parts of the gypsum dump have meanwhile been

based in the boroughs of Zelzate, Evergem and

covered up and the north upper surface and south

Ghent. This made it the largest brown-field project

slopes have been covered with solar panels.

ever purchased in Flanders.
Various contractors were called upon to carry out the
Coherent, global decontamination, the development

works at and around the gypsum dump. The different

of a new sustainable industrial estate and

partners and (sub)contractors played a key role in

stabilisation and thorough treatment of the gypsum

completing the planned work safely.

dump are finally to resolve this historic problem in
the district of Klein Rusland.

DISC Belgium were called in for involvement from
the very start, to keep things running smoothly and

Bartel De Clercq, Project Manager Terranova
					
explains: “The plots are located to the north of Ghent
					
and contain, among other things, a old gypsum
					
					dump. In 2010 people worked together to tackle the

coordinate safety on-site. Interactive collaboration

					contaminated site, to avoid a potential environmental

variety of risk factors, such as serious ground

					catastrophe. The big threat for the Klein Rusland
				
district was that a fracture in the embankment would

and groundwater contamination, use of heavy

				

lead to the flow of acidic water into the district.

was established with the site leaders of Terranova,
to create and maintain a safe working environment.
It is precisely in this sort of project with its

earth-moving equipment and lots of ground transport
(up to 150 lorries per day!) that it is important to work
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“

Building the Solar energy
park – Largest park in the
Benelux

Noël D’Hondt, Project Manager of the Solar park

and the safety coordinator, which allowed the risks

Following a development phase, building of the

4000 families. Thanks to the solar panels, a

present in the project to be identified in detail and the

Solar energy park got started in June 2012. The

useless piece of land has been turned into a lovely

necessary prevention measures to be taken.”

solar panel park was developed under the name

green location. Installing the solar panels was a

‘Terranova Solar’ and has a total capacity of 15MW.

technical masterpiece because of the exceptional

Terranova Solar is a consortium made up of Aertssen,

circumstances and the enormity of the project.

Jan De Nul, Envisan, DEC, Finiwo and the Provincial

The north face of the site has a surface area of 12

Development company.

hectares. The south slope measures 9 hectares.

with experienced partners. Especially in the area of
safety coordination.

Choosing DISC Belgium has

proved to be a very good choice over the last 5 years.
Close relations were established between site leaders
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Patrick Henderyck

approximately
4000 families enjoy
the green energy
provided by
the sunny hill

construction, acknowledges:
“The hill that used to be an eyesore is now a sunny
hill providing green energy, enjoyed by around

We are therefore talking of a total of 21 hectares. On top of the old
hill, Terranova has placed a clay base layer, drainage matting and one
and a half metres of earth. To anchor the 55,500 solar panels securely,
33,000 made-to-measure screws were used. This is, in other words,
the largest Solar project in the Benelux.
In total it took various contractors around 140,000 work hours and
safety was coordinated by DISC Belgium. Construction of the Solarpark
was completed without accidents involving lost working time and we
are proud of it. Collaboration with DISC Belgium staff was impeccable.
A no-nonsense approach delivering the right result (zero accidents)
– that’s worth boasting about. This too in conditions that were not
always ideal.”

From old heap to new hope
The hill has made a complete 360° turnaround since 2010. Whereas
at the beginning the site was predominantly unsafe as a place to work
or be, the hill in 2015 has become a structured and organised worksite
with manageable risks.
Thanks to the constructive teamwork between the different partners
the hill is now sealed off, making it watertight, the stability is guaranteed
and a Solar Energy park has been installed. There is no longer a threat
to locals and they can now sleep safely and soundly.
At this moment Terranova is setting up systematic activity for aftercare
of the hill and DISC Belgium continues to support them with safety
advice.
New activities will be developed on the decontaminated terrain,
including the necessary precautions to avoid any annoyance to the
living environment and the creation of new job opportunities.
Bartel De Clercq concludes: “The projects Terranova and Terranova
Solar are both unique and require a specific safety policy to create
a safe (working) environment for project staff and locals. It is quite
right to say that this goal has been achieved, partly thanks to the
professional supervision by DISC Belgium.”
www.terranovazelzate.be • www.terranovasolar.be
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safety

“

on the work floor

DISC Belgium gives
support with safety
expertise wherever
it is needed

Depending on the customer’s requirement DISC Belgium helps companies by temporary
deployment of a ‘Health and Safety Adviser’ offering professional support on the work floor
through HSE tasks such as:
•

recognise and anticipate risks in the work environment

•

encourage safe behaviour and give guidance on unsafe behaviour

For a decade already DISC Belgium have been giving

•

promote and monitor safety regulations

daily HSE (Health Safety Environment) support to

•

align client policy with the policy of intervening parties

clients and contractors.

•

help set up HSE documents such as risk inventory and evaluations

•

control follow up of work permits and HSE agreements

Our ‘Dynamic Industrial Safety Consulting’ team

•

create and evaluate HSE plans

consists of ‘Health and Safety Advisers’ who have a

•

support activities in the area of study and procedure

basic qualification as prevention adviser and various

•

keep a record of safety reports and registrations

additional qualifications. With heaps of practical

•

participate in safety and progress meetings

industrial HSE experience our team members are

•

coordinate or organise toolbox meetings, trainings and/or instructions

sent out on a project basis offering their safety

•

act as HSE contact point and coach

expertise or coordinating safety in construction and

•

help the internal prevention department or with the internal safety policy

maintenance works. As a support to the customer’s

•

coordinate safety, be it at temporary or mobile construction sites

safety team and/or to implement and maintain safety
related management systems.
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In short, DISC Belgium gives support with safety expertise wherever it is needed.

Testimonials
TOTAL
“We have very often had DISC Belgium staff in the refinery with us. They stand out for their knowledge and experience and even more so for their unbridled
commitment. Both the prevention advisers and the safety coordinators have proved their worth in efficiency, whether deployed directly or at our contractors!
We can recommend them.”
Willy Wuyts • Coach Contractor Safety • Total Antwerp • www.total.be

TMS industrial services
“TMS Industrial Services is a company whose work includes conducting projects and maintenance work at petrochemical installations. We have recently taken
on board a prevention adviser from DISC Belgium to take our site at a petrochemical company in the Antwerp area to a higher level in the areas of safety,
environmental issues and employee well-being. To date it has been a very positive experience, and the positive input and approach to some issues by the
DISC Belgium employee are just what we had hoped for. We therefore also hope to be able to keep the collaboration going for a long time.”
Fred Verschuren • Head of department piping • TMS Terneuzen B.V. • www.tmsindustrialservices.com

DEC
“DISC Belgium takes care of safety coordination during an important project. The safety coordinator’s positive approach and the reports that were both quick
and very clear – containing lots of photos – contributed to the excellent safety culture on this project.”
Robert Nuyts • Sr. Health & Safety Advisor • DEC LTD • www.decnv.com

CEI-DE MEYER
“In the project TOTAL OPTARA the company CEI-De Meyer LTD, part of the Royal Dutch BAM group, is responsible for carrying out the ‘civil works’. DISC
Belgium were asked to give guidance in routine safety at the works. Following a smooth integration into the site team the DISC Belgium employee now
supports our project staff in carrying out risk analysis, requesting work permits, safety briefings and other such things. The knowledge and experience
within DISC Belgium at the TOTAL site is a significant advantage for CEI-De Meyer LTD. The professional approach and flexibility make DISC Belgium an
ideal partner for future projects.“
Ronald Cools • Safety Manager • CEI-De Meyer LTD • www.cei-demeyer.be

Chevron
“We have been using someone from DISC Belgium for over a year to support our prevention team. Initially, in early 2013, he was set to work as safety
coordinator during an important long-term new-build project. In this capacity he supervised the control measures at operations between different contractors
and the activities with live-plant. After the start-up his assignment was extended to include, as his most important tasks, the follow up of the work permit
process and setting up toolbox meetings. The DISC Belgium employee is much appreciated in the plant and can typically bring the necessary safety insights
in an empathic way, which consistently makes for win-win situations.”
Luc Volders • EHSS Manager • Chevron Phillips Chemicals International LTD • www.cpchem.com

Benchmark
“One of Benchmark-Telecom’s main activities as service provider for telecom operators is installing antennas and other telecom apparatus at a height, which
needless to say means that safety is a key priority. We are delighted to be able to call upon the highly qualified and professional services of the DISC Belgium
team. We value not only their experience in the field but also the flexibility and the pragmatic approach. During our collaboration DISC Belgium has given
excellent guidance in the creation of the necessary safety plans and also, in the process, more insights into what safety is all about.”
Steven Nagels • Business Manager • Benchmark-Telecom BVBA • www.benchmark-telecom.eu
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SAfETy IDEAS rewarded
at sibelco benelux

“

sibelco benelux
takes safety to the
‘next level’ and
puts safety in the
spotlight

“For years Sibelco Benelux has been using an

a SAFE SAM (Safety And Me) key ring with the focus

exhaustive safety policy, based on a dynamic risk

on working safely. Furthermore it’s really handy that

management system. Experts, the internal prevention

Sibelco’s European registration system for incidents

team and staff of the different departments detect

and improvement plans is called the ‘Site Action

risks, investigate and implement measures.”

Management System, also ‘SAM’ for short.

One of their safety initiatives is the creation of ‘safety

“The Safety Award and incentives are really

teams’. These teams consist of workers who create

appreciated by the employees. They are seen as

and implement safety improvements on the work

recognition for all the efforts made routinely by

floor. A team of 3-5 workers per department have

employees, to bring Sibelco to the ‘next level’ and

time off from production and can spend this looking at

to make it even safer”, according to An Buttiens,

a safety project of their choice. After implementation

Director Safety & Health, Sibelco Europe.

of the project the results and work methods followed
are shared with the PBW Committee and the Works
Council by the chairpersons (the workers) of each
safety team.
Besides the fact that employees already feel

Sibelco was founded in 1872 and is today

rewarded by making their own contribution to their

one of the oldest companies in Flanders. The

own safe working environment, for the last 2 years

administrative headquarters of Sibelco Benelux

Sibelco Benelux has also been giving an award to

are located in Dessel.

the ‘safety team’ with the most innovative and most

Sibelco extracts and conditions various types of

practical, well-executed safety idea, judged by

sand and minerals, mainly premium quartz sand

members of the CPBW and the Works Council.

for industry. With sites all over the globe Sibelco
is currently active worldwide in this sector. Sibelco

The winning team is put in the spotlight with a Safety

Benelux has 300 employees, worldwide Sibelco

Award from DISC Belgium. It’s a fact that safety is

has more than 9,000 employees.

everyone’s business. Sibelco therefore likes to give it
its attention in different ways. The workers are given
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www.sibelco.com

Annual ceremony of the

SIR SAM AWARDS
remains a success

“

looking back
on the winners
of the sir sam
awards 2014

Wednesday 11 June 2014 was a joyous day for 3
employees of companies who are members of the
SIR, Stichting Industriële Reiniging (Foundation of
Industrial Cleaning). Their reward for exceptional
performance in the area of working safely within
the industrial cleaning sector includes, among other
things, a SAM (Safety And Me) Award.
Since 2009 the SIR has kept up an annual tradition
of honouring a number of employees from her
members with a SAM Award. In the meantime we
look forward to the awards in 2015.
The SIR jury agrees:
“For our members the SIR Safety Award has become
a known concept. The men on the work floor love
it and a personal interview in the SIR magazine is
just the icing on the cake for both the winner and
their employer. It’s a positive tradition that we’d like
to continue.”
www.sir-safe.be • www.sir-safe.nl
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“

We find it important
that the management
system is tailor-made
and includes your
company’s practices

DISC Belgium

leads you to getting
the right certification

Imagine: you’ve established a safety policy and have

system can be of assistance. By satisfying an

good results. Your personnel know how to do their

accredited standard you show the outside world that

work safely, your managers are informed of the

your company’s activities are prepared and carried out

Companies can rely on DISC Belgium for guidance

requirements of their job, the management team asks

safely. Your customers can then be rest assured in

in certification in safety management systems. We

the prevention team for advice at the right moments

letting your company work for them.

start from your specific activities and methods to get
a picture of where you are at this moment. We find it

to make their activities safe and the accident statistics
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which you could have not otherwise been selected.

decline every year. But how do you prove this to clients

Safety management systems meeting a standard have

important that the management system is tailor-made

and investors? How can you demonstrate to them that

the advantage that they meet legal requirements for

and includes your company’s practices.

you are suitable to be taken on because you work

a dynamic risk management system. A standard gives

safely, as required by the Welfare Act Art. 9.

an external incentive to formalise your prevention.

From there we create a ‘roadmap’ identifying goals

Also it gives an extra boost to bring continuous

to be met. We advance step by step along the road to

In this case, or in the case that you still need to organise

improvements on board. In many cases certification

certification of the chosen standard. Personnel, training,

a safety policy in part or in full, a safety management

also gives access to certain sectors and projects for

procedures, instructions, forms, etc. In close contact

Brussels Airport company
With more than 20,000 employees Brussels airport is the second largest employer in Belgium.
This also requires a strict organisation when it comes to health and safety. Brussels Airport
Company has OHSAS 18001 certification. A safety management system which helps us
formalise the execution of wellness aspects in our role as airport operator.
“The power lies in the knowledge of the weaknesses and that’s why, last year, we carried out
a complete review of the safety management system. Together with DISC Belgium this review
was done quickly and accurately. As an external partner DISC Belgium could have an unbiased
look at the system and that proved to be essential.“
with you we create adapted documents to ensure you
are safely on the road towards successful certification.
If you have already created your own internal
management system, we look with you at how this
can be coupled to the requirements of the chosen
standard. We focus on measures that can respond
to both requirements in the internal system and in the
standard, and choose to keep existing measures. In
this way your company acquires the standard based

Marc Hoppenbrouwers • Head Internal Department • Brussels Airport Company •
www.brusselsairport.be

Electro Enterprise
Electro Enterprise, with its 210 employees and 60 interims, is active in design, implementation
and installation of complete electrical projects. Above all Electro Enterprise is active in the
sector retirement and care, but also in industrial and utility construction. Safety is always high
priority during operations, and by implementing an integrated VCA** policy Electro Enterprise
wishes to formalise safety.

on agreed ways of working that are already proven,

“The hardest part of getting VCA** certification is making everyone in the organisation aware,

instead of having to start all over again.

in a positive way, of the need to work safely. The guidance of DISC Belgium was enormously
important in this achievement. With their practical experience they know just how to tackle a

Using intensive guidance we prepare your organisation

safety management system like that and what the hurdles can be. Their staff are flexible and

for a possible test phase prior to the audit, during

down to earth, which means that you can always rely on them if a problem occurs. With their

which your company has a trial run and tests out

combination of flexibility and experience you create together a workable safely system adapted

the new system. This is the moment to make little

to the needs of your business.”

alterations before the audit takes place. During the

Fries Vanneste • Prevention Adviser • lectro Entreprise NV • www.electro-enterprise.be

audit the system is well integrated, which certainly
helps achieve certification smoothly!

Ecom services
The company Ecom Services specialises in maintenance and management of wide ranging

At DISC Belgium we are only happy when you are
happy and we help you to maintain the certified
system.
Every standard needs to be met again and again,
and the best way to do this is to meet the standard
every day. Should there be issues with a particular
requirement within your company we’ll come and
offer you our expertise and experience to get this
moving smoothly again.

technical installations in buildings and industry.
“As head of the Brussels region I am responsible for the daily management of 30 employees.
The quality of service provided each day to the customer is our most important focus. Up until
last year I was also prevention adviser, responsible for the integrated ISO-VCA system. For
support in the ISO-VCA system we used the company DISC Belgium. Nathaly and her team’s
professional approach and expertise in the field fitted our company philosophy perfectly. DISC
Belgium informed us about constantly changing legislation, which allowed us, in collaboration,
to adapt our system, so that we continued to gain (re)certification without any problems.”
Peter Ooghe • Department Head • ECOM Services NV • www.ecom-services.be

The total solution is there ready for you, and DISC
Belgium loves to work with you on a plan of action.
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ISNetworld

®

Improves Industry
Safety Standards

“

ISNetworld is
a global leader
in contractor and
supplier information
management

DISC Belgium is always looking for new initiatives

in contractor and supplier information management.

that can help improve workplace safety. Through

ISNetworld supports over 425 hiring organizations,

our experiences, we have identified many industries

such as BP, Johnson & Johnson, DOW Chemical

that face ongoing challenges with gathering and

Company and Total, across capital-intensive

maintaining up-to-date safety and procurement

industries to help manage 60,000 contractors and

information from the contractors they hire.

suppliers with operations in more than 75 countries.
Its online contractor management platform is

With this, we recommend ISNetworld as it offers a

continually evolving to meet ever-changing corporate

sustainable solution for mitigating risk associated

and

with hiring third-party companies. Its online contractor

unnecessary duplication associated with traditional

management platform, ISNetworld, provides hiring

contractor procurement processes.

regulatory

requirements

while

reducing

organizations a practical tool to maintain compliance
with Belgium’s Welfare Law, helping them connect

ISNetworld’s dynamic and configurable scoring

with contractors that share similar workplace values.

structure assists hiring organizations with measuring
the key performance indicators (KPIs) most

Established in 2001, ISNetworld is a global leader
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relevant to them, promoting transparency and clear

communication with contractors and suppliers they

comprised of specialized professionals with expertise

work with. By identifying, verifying and measuring

in health, safety, environmental, procurement and

service providers’ KPIs, such as injury rates, health

other compliance requirements, provides an added

and safety programs and on-site inspections,

level of due diligence by reviewing contractors’ self-

hiring organizations are able to drive tangible and

reported information, including: safety programs,

sustainable

insurance certificates and training documentation.

performance

improvements

while

strengthening relationships with their contractors
and suppliers. Likewise, contractors also use

ISNetworld takes pride in leading efforts to improve

ISNetworld to promote their company and services

the efficiency and effectiveness of contractor

to new and existing clients across industries such

management systems and in serving as a forum

as: oil & gas, power generation, manufacturing, food

for sharing industry best practices among our

and beverage.

members.

“ISNetworld is more than an online database, it is
a comprehensive service that offers a variety of

ISNetworld’s Review and Verification Services

To

learn

more

about

ISNetworld,

visit

(RAVS®) complement existing hiring organization

www.isnetworld.com or contact DISC Belgium

management practices.”

contractor management strategies. The RAVS group,

to schedule a free ISNetworld demonstration.

Nathaly Taillieu • Business Manager • DISC Belgium

tools that help streamline and optimize contractor
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SAM CAMPAIGN works
at Terbeke Pluma

“

the SAM team
stands on their
own two feet

In our previous edition you could read about how

will embedded in our organisation in the long term

the SAM Campaign in 2010 was launched by DISC

and we have every faith in the fact that this will make

Belgium and how the food company TerBeke Pluma

us a safer organisation. Congratulations and thanks

perceived it. This Safety And Me campaign, in which

to all participants for keeping up the effort!”

companies’ employees play a crucial role, keeps
promoting safety in a positive and proactive way.

Mie Stockman concludes: “After a period of intense
coaching from DISC Belgium (which is crucial at

Mie Stockman, prevention adviser from TerBeke

the start to get the project going) an internal SAM

Pluma is still totally behind this initiative. “One

coordinator was selected, allowing the SAM team

reason why the SAM campaign keeps on working

to stand on their own two feet. In time and in

is the support and presence of some members of

close collaboration with the prevention adviser the

the management team at the SAM meetings. Line

coordinator draws up achievable plans and follows

managers also take it in turns to participate in the

a well-charted system to track action. Risks are

meeting as ‘special guests’.”

identified down on the work floor with focused
observations from work posts and department

As for the view of Kristof Luys, HR Manager from

inspections, and we can confirm: the SAM team

TerBeke Pluma: “It is mainly the project team

members still go off to work with enthusiasm.”

members’ drive and the importance they attach to
a safe working environment that leads to improved
results. We have the feeling that this way of working
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www.terbeke.be

My life at

DISC Belgium

“

DISC Belgium
is my favourite
employer

Stefan Vanderlinden, Health and Safety Adviser at

in Belgium and the Netherlands on safety. As I lived

DISC Belgium: I was asked to write an article about

in Limburg at the time, DISC Belgium made sure that,

my career within the company. I would like to tell

for placements abroad, I was in a good hotel with

you about my adventure that began when I was

everything I needed. Talk about Care Management!

still young free and single. We’re going back to the

DISC Belgium kept growing. The number of personnel

second half of 2006.

grew and in 2009 MTN Creation was born. It was
quite a party. No cost or effort was spared and the

At that time DISC Belgium was still based in the

result was the one and only mtncreation.com.

Klein Heiken in Kapellen (Antwerp). When I arrived
the team consisted of my employer and me. To be

In the meantime I have moved to Kapellen, have

honest there I was in the small office of a really

attained the diploma for prevention adviser level 2,

young but very motivated company. I immediately

I am married and have a daughter and DISC Belgium

realised that my employer, Nathaly, was not your

has moved to larger premises. I still thoroughly enjoy

average employer. Not someone who expects to be

the support, training and most of all the dynamic

called ‘Mrs’. This made it much easier for me, and in

professional prevention team.

the meantime for many others, to form a strong and
motivated team. Open and honest.

Nearly 9 years on I can certainly say that DISC
Belgium is still my favourite employer.

The first project as safety supervisor was confirmed,
but it didn’t rest at that. I quickly had the appropriate
training and coaching. That was certainly necessary,
even if I say so myself. It was not an option to fail in
what I did. Training as prevention adviser level 3 was
completed and I was sent out to support companies

www.discbelgium.com
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DISC Belgium

10 years: The milestones

B

E

L

G

I

U

M

2004 Foundation
DISC Belgium bvba was founded in Kapellen on 15 September 2004 by Nathaly Taillieu, as business manager, in a shareholding
together with two silent partners. The business manager sets out to work as Health & Safety Advisor and starts prospection meetings.

2005 First project employee
The first contracts requiring staff are won. DISC Belgium starts by working exclusively with project staff for customer HSE support.

2006 First permanent employee
The search begins for a new business location as DISC Belgium’s existing ‘home office’ becomes too cramped. On 1 August we move
to our new offices in the Klein Heiken in Kapellen. Shortly afterwards the first employee comes on board.

2007 Expansion
DISC Belgium continues to expand. A second permanent employee joins the team of project staff and freelancers.

2008 Change of shareholding
Nathaly Taillieu buys up the remaining shares in DISC Belgium and thanks the silent partners for their support and advice behind the
scenes during DISC Belgium’s first four years.

2009 Launch of MTN Creation
DISC Belgium continues its development. Next to its existing services, DISC Belgium develops its own product illustrating safe conduct.
The brand MTN Creation is successfully launched by DISC Belgium on 12 June 2009, in San Marco Village.

2010 Development of behavioural campaign SAMS
To cope with the increasing numbers of customers and staff, finding a new office becomes essential. DISC Belgium continues expanding
its services and develops SAMS (Safety Attitude Management System) focused on encouraging safety attitudes to safety within companies.

2011

New head office
DISC Belgium launches a refreshing new logo and moves to a bigger office building in the Kapelsesteenweg 116, Brasschaat.
DISC Belgium appears for the first time at the Secura exhibition in Brussels Expo and becomes VCA* certification.

2012 Boost your safety
The focus continues on expanding support in the area of safety in various industries. This year, with the seminar ‘Boosting safety
in SMEs’ we encourage small businesses in particular to prioritise safety within their organisation.

2013 Annual growth
DISC Belgium remains active at home and abroad with a healthy, enthusiastic and dynamic DISC Belgium prevention team.
Despite the economic recession over the last few years we continue initialising new projects and achieve growth year after year.

2014 10 year anniversary
DISC Belgium celebrates its 10-year anniversary. The past years are marked by an enthusiastic dedication to safety support within
a wide range of industrial sectors. After 10 years we can say that DISC Belgium is an established value with our customers.

2015 A safe future
Now in its eleventh year, DISC Belgium is happy to appear for the third time at the 2-yearly Secura exhibition. Our dynamic team continues
(both now and in the future) to be dedicated to supporting our customers in the area of safety.
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